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ABSTRACT  

 

With technological advancement and growing popularity of the Internet and World Wide Web 

(WWW, W3), a large number of Web access log records are being collected in the form of Web 

log files. Web access log contains huge volume of raw data about client activity and server 

activity such as IP address, date and time, HTTP request, user agent, referrers, bytes severed.      

Web log analyzer analysis the Web access log to determine the navigational patterns of the users. 

In this paper, researcher implemented a Weblog Expert Tool on Web server log files to evaluate 

the significant attributes of web log files based on the reports of analyzer. These reports provide 

the information about visitor’s behavior, traffic pattern, navigation paths, Web browser, errors 

etc. Important attributes provide useful information to make the right decision for business and 

market research. 
 

Key words: Apache Web server, IIS Web server, Web server log files, log format, Web log 

analyzer. 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Internet is a global system in which interconnected networks of computing devices use Internet 

protocol suite (TCP/IP) to provide the variety of interaction and communication between its 

devices. World Wide Web (WWW) is the most popular part of the Internet, that follows only one 

protocol called the HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol). The Internet and WWW attract various 

application areas, such as Marketing and advertising, direct on–line selling, research and 

development and communication. Individual document pages are called Web pages on the 

WWW, these documents may contain text, videos, images, multimedia and interactive contents. 
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Web server is a computer that runs the software application (HTTP Server Software) to transfer 

the Web pages on the Internet or intranet. A Web server log (sometimes referred to as the “raw 

data”) is a simple text file which records the history of page requests on a server where each line 

represents one request in the log file. Typical Web log record the fields like IP address, date, 

time, HTTP request, referring page, browser, status code. However, it is difficult to perform 

systematic analysis on large amount of data. The data from access logs provides an extensive 

view of Web servers and users. Therefore, such analysis enables server administrators and 

decision makers to characterize the users and usage patterns. Furthermore, access logs are also 

called transfer logs, where it stores information about which files are requested from web server 

[1]. Thus, raw access log can be very useful for statistical information. With the analysis tool, it 

is possible to obtain the information about the page view, visitor’s behavior, traffic pattern, 

navigation paths, browser used, errors, internal problems, performance problems and security 

problems of the Web application.    

 

MOST WIDELY USED WEB SERVER 

 

Apache and IIS are most widely used web servers [2, 3]. 

A. Apache Web Server: 

The first version of Apache was developed by Robert Mc Cool in 1995, that is based on the 

NCSA (National Center for Supercomputing Activities) httpd Web server. Apache Web server 

software is now maintained by the Apache software foundation. 

 

 Openness:  Apache Web server is open source software. 

  Extensive:  Source code of the software is modular in structure.  

 Portability: Apache operate on all major operating systems such as Unix, Linux, 

Windows and OS/2. 

 Features: Apache has various supports such as built-in support, Secure Socket Layer  and 

Transport Layer Security. 

 Reliability: Apache Web server is connected to many users in this world and is able to 

produce fairly quick bug fixes through them. Apache is a stable application. 

 Cost: Apache has open source design; therefore this Web server is completely free.  

 

B. IIS Web Server: 

IIS (Internet Information Services) is formally known as Internet information server. Microsoft’s 

extensible Web server is used with Window NT family. IIS supports various protocols, which 

includes HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol over Secure 

Socket Layer), FTP (File Transfer Protocol), SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol). With IIS 

services, developer can build and run own websites and associated web based application 

without interference.  

 

 Low Cost of Deployment: End users of IIS application can work with application using 

only a browser, additional software  is not required for the application to run. 

 Familiar Development Environment: IIS has familiar Visual Basic programming 

environment. User can add classes, modules or any Visual Basic ActiveX component for 

development in project. 
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 Access To A Wide Audience: Different types of browser and operating systems are 

compatible with IIS application, so user can easily reach a broad audience. 

 Object Model Provides Direct Access: ASP (Active Server Pages) framework  provides 

an object model through which user can directly change the objects, which means to 

create dynamic contents at the core of Internet Information Server. This allows user to 

perform various functions on browser (such as retrieve or send) and contents of Web 

page. 

 Reusability: User can easily access one Web class from another Web class. 

 Tools: IIS comes with set of tools that includes Microsoft FrontPage( user friendly tool) 

which is used to create pages for Web sites (with its WYSIWYG user interface), 

Microsoft .NET, Visual Web Developers 2008, SQL Server 2008, Silverlight tools for 

Visual Studio. 

 

WEB LOG FORMAT 

 

A. Apache Log Format: Access log records hits and related information. Moreover in Apache, 

access log are formatted in three ways: Common Log Format, Combined Log Format, Multiple 

Access Log. By default Apache uses the Common log format, however, the majority of hosting 

providers set the Combined log format for Apache on their servers. Log format can be 

configured by editing the "httpd.conf" file in the Apache conf directory (if you have access to 

this file)[4]. Combined log format with the addition of two more attributes: User agent and 

Referer. Therefore, Combined log format contains more information than Common log format. 

 

The configuration of the combined log format is given below: 

 

LogFormat "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b \"%{Referer}i\ 

" \"%{User-agent}i\"" combined  

CustomLog log/acces_log combined [5]. 

 

Each element of format string that specifies the log format is described below: 

 

  %h: IP address of the client (Remote Host) accessing the server. 

 %I: RFC 1413 identity of the user determined by identd (Normally Unavailable). 

 %u: User id of the user determined by HTTP authentication. 

 %t: The date, time and time zone when process of HTTP request is completed by Web 

server. 

 \”%r\”: The request line from the client to website. 

 %>s: Status code of the request that the server delivers to the client. 

 %b: Size of the server’s response in bytes returned to the client. 

 \”%{Referer}i\”: “Referer” is an HTTP request header field. This gives the address of 

Web page from where the request originated. 

 \”%{User-agent}i\”: The type of Web browser (software) that acts on user’s behalf. 
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B. IIS Log Format: 

Different log file formats supported by Internet information server where user gathers 

information about client request can be IIS, W3C, NCSA, CUSTOM. This format logs client’s 

activity and server’s activity into a log file in selected log file format. 

             Therefore, W3C extended format is customizable ASCII format. This is probably the 

default log file format and commonly used log format, moreover it offers a selection of fields 

that are included in the log file with which user can limit the size of log file and obtain the 

detailed information.  

 

 W3C extended log format is given below: 

  

#Software: Microsoft Internet Information Services 7.5 

#Version: 1.0 

#Date: 2011-11-10 06:44:16 

#Fields: date time s-ip cs-method cs-uri-stem cs-uri-query s-port cs-username c-ip cs(User-

Agent)  cs(Referer) sc-status sc-substatus sc-win32-status time-taken 

The available fields in W3C extended log format is described as follows: 

 

 date: The date on which the HTTP request received by server. 

 time: The time at which the request occurred. 

 s-ip: Server IP 

 cs-method: The HTTP requested action. 

 cs-uri-stem: Stem (Path) portion of the requested Uniform Resource Identifier. 

 cs-uri-query: Query portion of the requested Uniform Resource Identifier. 

 s-port: The server port number of the listener that is configured for the service. 

 cs-username: Name of authenticated user who accessed the server. If user was 

anonymous, a hyphen (-) is logged instead of user name. 

 c-ip: Client IP address. 

 cs(User-Agent): The browser type used on the client. 

 cs(Referer): The Referer field identifies the URI that linked to the server being 

requested.. 

 sc-status: The server sends HTTP response code. 

 sc-substatus: The sub status error code of the HTTP. 

 sc-win32-status: The server sends the status of  the action  in window system error code. 

 time-taken:  The length of time taken to complete the request in milliseconds. 

 

WHY WEB LOG ANALYSIS IS REQUIRED 

Web log analysis is performed on Web Server logs by using Web log analysis software (also 

called Web log analyzer). This software is used to know whether Web-based services are 

meeting intended missions and goal or not. Thus, analysis determines the navigational patterns of 

the user, i.e. how visitors are interacting with the websites and reveal visitors action on the site.  
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WEB LOG ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 

Web log analysis software (Web analytics software) are essential tools, which are categorized 

based on their popularity, functionality and simplicity of usage. A variety of Web log analyzers 

are available that take Web server logs as an input and graphical reports are generated from the 

log files immediately. 

               In addition to this, a powerful Web log analyzer performs analysis and brings visibility 

into the website access, which makes it an essential analyzer for business decision making and 

market research. Some of the tools that are available are: WebLog Expert Lite, AlterWind  Log 

Analyzer, IIS and Apache Log Analyzer, Deep Log Analyzer,  AWStats.  

 

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

WebLog Expert Lite (Web server log analyzer) is a free Web mining tool, light weight version of 

WebLog Expert for windows based computer. It can analyze the log file of Apache, IIS and get 

information about the sites visitors: general statistics, activity statistics, access statistics,  

referrers, search engine, browser, operating systems, errors and more. The software supports the 

Apache web server in Common ( default log format) and Combined log formats and IIS Web 

server in W3C Extended log format (Default log format) of 4/5/6/7/8. It can read logs in formats 

such as LOG, ZIP, GZ and BZ2.WebLog Expert Lite generates easy- to- read HTML-file reports 

with graphical and tabular formats.  

         Thus, researcher analyzed Apache and IIS sample log file with the help of WebLog Expert 

tool. Time range of sample log files: Apache: 8/Apr/2012 07:04:34 –  8/Jul/2012  22:48:23 and 

IIS: 3/Mar/2012  00:00:03 – 4/Mar/2012   23:59:51.    

 

A. Analysis on Apache Log File 

The following results were obtained to identify the behavior of the website users on Apache Web 

server.  

1) General Statistics: This shows the Web usage details (General Information) that also 

includes total hits and average hits per day, total page views and average page views per 

day, total visitors, total bandwidth etc. 

 

      2) Activity Statistics: This statistics gives the information about the user’s activity by date 

and hour of day. Date and time are essential attributes in web log file because user’s activity by 

date and hour of day provides the details of hits, page views, visitors, bandwidth etc. 

 

 

Fig 1: Bar graph displays the user’s activity by hour of  the day. 
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According to graph given above the Website is hit maximum at 05:00 hrs and is least visited at 

03:00 hrs. 

 

3) Access Statistics: Here the statistics for most popular pages, most downloaded  files, most 

requested images, most requested directories, top entry pages and daily page access, image 

access, directory access, entry pages are shown. Entry page is a first Web page visited by visitor 

on the site. This statistics also provide an idea of the navigational behaviour of visitors. 

Therefore, request line contains information about page, image, and directory in the log file. This 

attribute has a significant role in access statistics. 

 

       4) Visitors: It shows the list of IP address/domain names of hosts that accessed the website 

along with the number of times the website was hit by a particular host. Visitors section analyse 

the IP address field of Web log file. 

 

5) Referrers: Here the report displays the top referring sites, top referring URLs and top 

search engine. This section collected referring sites and referring URLs from referer field of 

Apaches Web log file. 

 
 

Fig 2:  Bar graph showing top referring sites while accessing the 

Website. 

 

6) Browser: This report helps the website owner to analyze the Web browser mostly used by 

the visitors so that the website can be made compatible with that particular browser. It also 

provides the list of most preferred Operating systems used by the users and different versions of 

Internet Explorer. Therefore, report is generated with the help of user agent field of web log file.  

 
Fig 3: Pie chart shows mostly used Web browser. 
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7) Errors: The last feature shows the different kinds of errors occurred while accessing the 

website. 

 

B. Analysis on IIS Log File 

WebLog Expert tool analyzed IIS Web server with the same way as the Apache Web server. So 

that researcher described only Access statistics features . 

1)Access Statistics: Here it shows the same information that is described in access statistics 

of Apache log file. URI Stem field contains information about pages, images, files, directory etc. 

Thus, WebLog Expert tool analyze the data from URI Stem attribute of log files. 

 

 

Fig 4: Bar graph showing Access statistics of web log for most popular pages. 

 

c)  Important Attributes of  Web log files 

According to the analysis of  WebLog Expert Lite tool that used sample log files of Apache 

and IIS, researcher analyzed fields and obtained important attributes of Web log files that are IP 

Address, Date, Time, Request Line or URI Stem, Status Code, Referer and User-Agent as shown 

in table 1. 

Table 1. Analysis Report for Important Attributes of  Web Log Files. 

Important Attributes    

Based on Analysis 

Apache and IIS   

IP Address Yes 

Date Yes 

Time Yes 

Request Line/ URI Stem Yes 

Status Code Yes 

Referer Yes 

User-Agent Yes 

 

Therefore, these essential attributes are used to make the right decision for business and market 

research, which saves valuable time and money. 
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CONCLUSION 

Web log analyzer is an essential tool to analyze the Web log file. Therefore, WebLog Expert tool 

was taken to analyze the Apache and IIS Web server log files and obtain the information about 

general statistics, activity statistics, access statistics, visitors, referrers, browser and errors. In this 

paper, the researcher examined the result to find out the important attributes in Web log files. In 

conclusion, these attributes provide valuable data that is essential for any company which is 

operating Web application to take the right decision which will affect the growth and security of  

business and correlate it directly or in directly with the sales and profit. 
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